SEVEN RIVERS IN AFRICA

Focus: Active Learning

Synopsis

Jude in his usual bombastic language tries to take Kevwe through a geography lesson. He asks her to name some rivers in Africa. Kevwe gives the wrong answer. Jude angrily admonishes her for failing to grasp something her other mates have on their finger tips. She becomes more confused and distressed as Jude becomes more frustrated. Kevwe breaks down crying and runs from the office. She arrives at Tami’s salon where Tami is making Cecilia’s hair. Kevwe tells Tami her problem. Cecilia and Tami say they used to sing a song about the rivers in Africa as children. Together, both of them try to piece the song together till they remember. Kevwe joins in as they carry on singing when Jude arrives to collect his daughter. Jude is amazed that Kevwe knows the names of the rivers.